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Liquidity is an important aspect that can be considered a bank's lifeblood. To 

maintain business continuity, banks must always manage liquidity 

effectively. Liquidity easing is one strategy to assist economic growth during 

the COVID-19 epidemic. Where macroprudential policies are used to ease 

liquidity restrictions. As a means of promoting economic growth, the 

government seeks to induce greater lending to debtors. This easing of 

liquidity, on the other hand, is thought to help maintain bank operations 

solvent. This easing of liquidity during the pandemic was carried out by 

reducing the reserve requirement followed by an increase in the MPLB ratio. 

In addition, Bank Indonesia strengthened RIM by adding an export money 

order in its calculations. The goal of this research is to look at how 

macroprudential policy, such as the Statutory Reserves instrument, the 

Macroprudential Intermediation Ratio, and the Macroprudential Liquidity 

Buffer, affects the liquidity of traditional commercial banks in Indonesia from 

2018 to 2021. The monthly data utilized comes from the Financial Services 

Authority website, specifically the Indonesian Banking Statistics section. To 

evaluate the three hypotheses, the researchers employed a multiple linear 

regression approach utilizing EViews 10 software. First, the Statutory 

Reserves have a negative and minor influence on commercial bank liquidity, 

according to the findings. Second, RIM has a good and considerable impact 

on commercial bank liquidity. Third, PLM has a considerable negative 

impact on commercial bank liquidity. Simultaneously, the three independent 

factors are discovered to have an impact on commercial bank liquidity . 
 

Abstract 
 

 

Liquidity is a crucial factor that can be said to be the source of life for a bank. 

Liquidity must always be adept at being managed by a bank to maintain its 

business continuity. During the Covid-19 pandemic, easing liquidity was one 

way to support economic growth. Where liquidity easing is carried out 

through macroprudential policies. The government is trying to stimulate 

more credit distribution to debtors as a form of encouraging economic growth. 

However, this liquidity easing is also considered to keep bank operations 

liquid. Easing liquidity during the pandemic was carried out by reducing the 

GWM followed by increasing the PLM ratio. In addition, RIM was 

strengthened by BI by adding an export bill component to its calculations. 

The purpose of this study is to analyze the effect of macroprudential policies 

using Statutory Reserves instruments, Macroprudential Intermediation 

Ratio, and Macroprudential Liquidity Buffer on the liquidity of conventional 

commercial banks in Indonesia in the 2018-2021 period. The monthly data 

used is monthly data taken from the Financial Services Authority website, 

especially on Indonesian Banking Statistics. 
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INTRODUCTION  

In business banking , one the most important risk for mitigated is risk liquidity . Banks 

have Duty main that is collect or collect funds from Public in form stash then after the funds 

are collected will return distributed in form financing to society . The nature of the funds 

obtained by the bank are: period short because of the funds could pulled every when . Funds 

raised distributed return in form credit by the bank. Credit is right for accept payment or 

obligation as well as with destination To do payment at the time requested or to be come 

because delivery of funds or goods now . 
one  problem in business banking is match period time ability for funding with financing 

(kemenkeu.go.id). Problem in banking is called maturity mismatch . because that banking in 

guard continuity the business must smart manage liquidity and ensure availability of funds 

when withdrawal of funds is made customer . 
LDRs are used as indicator for measure as far as function intermediation run by 

institutions finance could achieved , besides it can too evaluate good level health and liquidity 

a bank. Where when LDR level is increasing high , indicates that the bank the more no liquid 

. Likewise otherwise , if LDR level is increasing low then the bank could said the more liquid 

. However , can stated that increasingly bank conditions liquid this indicates there is lots of 

idle funds or idle funds . In other words, function bank intermediation is not lived with good 

(Agustina & Wijaya, 2013) . 
Inability a managing bank risk liquidity once Becomes problem in cases big banking . 

one the case that befell Indonesia is bank rush moment occur crisis of 1998. Although started 

by risk score swap however risk liquidity Becomes reason main current bank failure it . As 

response on crisis financial events that occurred in the year said , Bank Indonesia compiled 

framework stability system Indonesian finance and formed the Bureau of Stability System 

finance (BSSK). In effort guard stability system financial , aspect macroprudential by implicit 

already used by Bank Indonesia through second framework the .  
Previously , term macropudential already introduced since in 1979, however post crisis 

global finance push policy macroprudential become very popular . Bank Indonesia joined 

contribute in the field contained macroprudential  in Law (UU) of the Republic of Indonesia 

No. 21 of 2011 dated 22 November 2011 concerning Financial Services Authority (OJK). This 

goes hand in hand with switch function bank regulation and supervision ( microprudential ) 

to Financial Services Authority . 
During the Covid-19 pandemic , growth Indonesia 's economy had decrease even growth 

credit hit minus. As form response resolve presence this pandemic , government make 

liquidity as one Street for support growth economy through easing liquidity . one 

implemented policies for To do easing liquidity is policy macroprudential . Where with To do 

easing liquidity , the bank is expected capable for distribute excess funds to debtor as form 

push growth economy . However , on the side other permanent guard operational with capable 

provide liquid funds if customers interesting savings any time . 
Incident Crisis Global Finance 2008 delivers impact on decline Rupiah liquidity in banks 

because descent Party Fund growth Third (DPK). Condition the threaten stability financial 

and require for prioritize possible steps taken To use reduce impact negative to stability 

system finance and maintenance continuity economy national . Various step conducted by 

Bank Indonesia as authority monetary for reduce pressure on the industry banking , for one 

is reduce the Statutory Reserves ( GWM ). Where GWM is used for the more increase 

flexibility management liquidity by banking , encouraging function intermediation , and 

support effort financial market recovery (Lupita & Lestari, 2020) . 
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During the Covid-19 pandemic , growth Indonesia 's economy had decrease even growth 

credit hit minus. As form response resolve presence this pandemic , government make 

liquidity as one Street for support growth economy through easing liquidity with policy 

macroprudential . Where with To do easing liquidity , the bank is expected capable for 

distribute excess funds to debtor as form push growth economy . However , on the side other 

permanent guard operational with capable provide liquid funds if customers interesting 

savings any time . 

Realize early , BI has use instrument macroprudential in resolve affected economy 

pandemic . one for example is with application policy integrated macroprudential including 

the reduction in GWM that followed with PLM upgrade for increase resilience Bank liquidity 

(Abubakar & Setiawan, 2022) . At the same time , second this instrument supports continuity 

fiscal purchasing program letter state value by banking funds originated from reduction in 

GWM in skeleton fulfillment increase PLM ratio . Besides In addition , RIM is also 

strengthened by BI with add component money order export in the calculations for push 

distribution credit and payment early , BI has use instrument macroprudential in resolve 

affected economy pandemic. one for example is with application policy integrated 

macroprudential including the reduction in GWM that followed with PLM upgrade for 

increase resilience Bank liquidity (Abubakar & Setiawan, 2022) . At the same time , second 

this instrument supports continuity fiscal purchasing program letter state value by banking 

funds originated from reduction in GWM in skeleton fulfillment increase PLM ratio . Besides 

In addition , RIM is also strengthened by BI with add component money order export in the 

calculations for push distribution credit and financing . 

From various literature , found a number of capable factor influence liquidity . This 

research will focuses on Statutory Reserves, Ratio Intermediation Macroprudential , and one 

variable other that is Buffer Liquidity Macroprudential . Formulation and implementation 

policy macroprudential focus on effort push intermediation , guarding resilience system 

finance , and encourage inclusion economics and finance . Besides it's on the sector banking 

in Indonesia, policy macroprudential join guard liquidity as effort reach stability economy . 

As for goals this research is for know : 

1. Mandatory Current Account Pengaruh Mininum to liquidity of commercial banks 

in Indonesia in the period 2018-2021 

2. Influence Ratio Intermediation Macroprudential to commercial bank liquidity in 

Indonesia in the 2018-2021 period 
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3. Influence Buffer Liquidity Macroprudential to liquidity of commercial banks in 

Indonesia against liquidity of commercial banks in Indonesia in the period 2018 
METHOD 

This study uses secondary data with method study quantitative and type approach 

descriptive . Study quantitative is study empirical where the data form numbers ( Syahum 

and Salim, 2012:40). Besides that , approach descriptive used for describe object research and 

results research . Whereas for method study quantitative used for test hypothesis research 

already set . Data analysis technique used is data regression . 

This research has three set variable  as object research , that is public bank liquidity as 

variable bound (Y). On the side that is , variable free in this research consists of Statutory 

Reserves (X1), Ratio Intermediation Macroprudential (X2), and Buffer Liquidity 

Macroprudential (X3). The following are framework thinking theoretical this research : 

 

 
  

Figure 1. Framework Thinking Theoretical Study 

Every variable study using monthly data During period 2018-2021 (4 years ), ie from 

January 2018 to month December 2021. Data every variable study obtained from Financial 

Services Authority (OJK). Common bank used for study is a Commercial Bank Classified 

Conventional (BUK). as BOOK 1, BOOK 2, BOOK 3, and BOOK 4 . 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table 1. Estimation Results Regression 
 
 

 

 Source : Results of data processing on Eviews 10 

From the results above equation _ show that GWM effect on public bank liquidity is of -

0.0059% and no significant with sig . 5%, that is every increase in GWM by 1% causes drop 

liquidity by 0.0059%. RIM 's influence on public bank liquidity of 0.6929% and significant with 

sig . 5%, that is every RIM increase of 1% then will raise liquidity of 0.6929%. The effect of PLM 

on public bank liquidity of -0.0327% and significant , meaning PLM increase by 1% at significant 

5% then will lower public bank liquidity by 0.6 9% 

Dependent Variable: LOG(YLDR) 

Variables coefficient Probability 

C 4.773125 0.0000 

GWM -0.005969 *0.4358 

rim 0.692957 *0.0000 

PLM -0.032701 *0.0000 

R-Squared 0.920638  

Adj. R-Squared 0.917933  

F-Statistics 340.2833  

Prob(F-Statistic) 0.000000  

Obs 183  

GWM 

RIM 

PLM 

LDR 
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Based on table 1. variable Statutory Reserves has a minimum number coefficient 

regression of -0.005969 with score probability of 0.4358 > 0.05 (alpha). Based on the proposed 

hypothesis then H0 is accepted and H1 is rejected which means variable Statutory Reserves effect 

negative and no significant to public bank liquidity in Indonesia. kindly theoretically , the 

Statutory Reserves are the minimum amount of funds maintained by the bank and the amount 

determined by Bank Indonesia as well working for give flexibility Settings liquidity . Results of 

research conducted by (Samsurin, 2017) state that Minimum Statutory Reserves instruments do 

not take effect significant to Bank liquidity is caused by reserves liquidity owned by a sized bank 

small relatively a little so that exists trend GWM changes have influence against the bank . On 

the other hand , for large and medium banks , the Minimum Statutory Reserves policy does not 

take effect significant caused by backup liquidity held by these banks way above needs liquidity 

for activity operational and capable made buffers . However thus , from results estimation 

number coefficient regression show negative . because that concluded that each GWM increase 

will be lower public bank liquidity in Indonesia. Likewise otherwise , where each GWM decrease 

will be increase liquidity . 

Estimation results on the variable Ratio Intermediation Macroprudential have number 

coefficient regression of 0.692957 with score probability of 0.000 < 0.05 (alpha). Based on proposed 

hypothesis then H0 is rejected and H1 is accepted which means variable Ratio Intermediation 

Macroprudential take effect positive by significant to liquidity of commercial banks in Indonesia. 

From coefficient regression RIM variable , then could said that every a 1% increase in RIM will 

raise liquidity by 69.29%. The results of research conducted by (Handayani, 2019) state that RIM 

is lacking healthy that is exceed limit on RIM's target which is above 92% due to ability liquidity 

for anticipate needs and implementation management risk very weak liquidity . kindly 

theoretically RIM has characteristic countercyclical , where will speed up growth moment 

economy currently contraction . Likewise otherwise . 

Estimation results on variables Buffer Liquidity Macroprudential have number 

coefficient regression of -0.032701 with score probability of 0.000 < 0.05 (alpha). Based on the 

proposed hypothesis then H0 is accepted and H1 is rejected which means variable Buffer 

Liquidity Macroprudential take effect negative by significant to public bank liquidity in 

Indonesia. From the coefficients regression the PLM variable , then could said that every PLM 

increase of 1% will lower liquidity by 0.032%. 

Results of research conducted by (Lupita & Lestari, 2020) that for guard Bank BRI's 

liquidity during the Covid-19 pandemic did not free from the role of Bank Indonesia namely with 

raise ratio Buffer Liquidity Macroprudential (PLM). Besides that's an increase from PLM ratio 

was assessed capable strengthen management liquidity banking with buy letter precious . In In 

this case , the application of PLM makes it possible for addition access bank funding if needed in 

skeleton management liquidity . Obviously , policy _ to this rule must support though in condition 

liquidity strict like moment the Covid-19 pandemic . 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Based on results study so could given conclusions , namely : (1) GWM has an effect negative 

and no significant to public bank liquidity in Indonesia period January 2018 - December 2021 

which means GWM increase will be lower commercial bank liquidity in Indonesia, in line with 

with BI policy for strengthen public bank liquidity during the Covid-19 pandemic . (2) RIM easing 

is done To use maintain and relax proven bank liquidity with take effect positive by significant 

to public bank liquidity in Indonesia. (3) Buffer Liquidity Macroprudential take effect negative 

by significant to public bank liquidity in Indonesia, where PLM allows for addition access bank 

funding if needed in skeleton management liquidity especially during the Covid-19 pandemic . 

From the results this research only show influence policy macroprudential to public bank 
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liquidity conventional . Expected for study next also use Islamic Commercial Banks (BUS) so 

could show influence policy macroprudential against commercial banks by thorough . Besides it , 

in research next expected could study classification of commercial banks with use range different 

time so that could obtained more results accurate and capable give more results good and 

comprehensive .  
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